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Book 86: Sam’s Yard
Written by Francis Morgan, Illustrated by Josephine Lai

Sam’s Yard

Sound
/z/ written as ‘s,’ /n/ written as ‘gn’
New Words
yard, roses, sign, gnome, yard, plant
Review Words
wrong, write
Plot Summary
Mit and Mat look at Sam’s yard and see that it is very
messy. They decide to clean it up, and they get Max and
Pip to help. Sam is surprised when he returns to see all the
work that they have done. But he has a bigger surprise for
them!
Story Questions (Comprehension)
1. page 2: Where is Sam when his friends are working 		
on the yard?
2. page 4: Who makes the sign?
3. page 4: What does Mat make?
4. page 10: Who likes to swim in the pond?
5. page 14: Why are Sam’s friends sad at the end of the 		
story?

Each new word throughout the program is repeated at
least five times in the book in which it first appears and
five more times in the next ten books.
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“Look at Sam’s yard.
It is a mess,” says Mat.
“Let’s do it! Max will help.”
“Sam is at the zoo today with Kit.”

“We can make it look like a little park,”
says Mit.
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“I will make a sign. I will write
‘Sam’ the sign.”
“Look at the weeds! Look at the dirt
and the mud! Sam’s yard looks sad.”

“I will make a gnome. The gnome will
fish at the little pond,” says Mat.
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“Sam will like roses in his yard. I will
plant roses under that wall,” says Mit.

They take up all the weeds.
They fill in the holes with dirt.
They plant seeds in the ground.

“Sam likes to sit in the sun. We can set
a chair under that big tree,” says Pip.
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They make the pond bigger.
They plant roses under the wall.

“Look, there is Sam with Kit.
Hand me the sign.
I will set it on the wall.”
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“This sign is for your yard,” says Max.
“Did you do all this?” Says Sam.

“I planted the red roses under the wall,”
says Mit.
“I like to swim in your pond,” says Pip.
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“It’s a gnome! A little gnome
with a big head,” says Sam.

“What is under the sheet?
Is it a big plant?”

“I made the gnome for you, Sam,”
says Mat.
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“I like the sign. I like the roses.
I like the gnome, but you need to take
them all from there.”

“It’s the wrong yard.
This is not my back yard.
My yard is there!”
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